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Helping Brands See Unexpected Possibilities.

Any agency can offer a bright idea. Many can win awards. Most consider themselves 

the best agency on the planet.

But it’s a collective brilliance that marks success. It’s understanding the core behavior 

of digital users, the unforeseen potential of technology, and leveraging cause and 

effect for preferred outcomes. Imagination influences what we see and strategic 

intellect turns our visions into realities. Resulting work yields success for the brands we 

support. Brands looking to make intelligent use of creative and marketing technology 

choose wedü as their partner. Our team is built to create purpose-driven blends of 

strategy, creativity, and technology, all with measured results. 

Shuffle through our creative brains to see a sampling of why our clients choose wedü 

for our 18-year tradition of being untraditional.

WEDU.COM



A FEW OF THE BR ANDS WE HELP

03Clients



WHAT WE DO BEST

04Capabilities

 STRATEGY

BRAND & CAMPAIGN 
DEVELOPMENT 

MARKET RESEARCH

TARGETING & SEGMENTATION

DIGITAL MARKETING 
STRATEGY

UX & UI DESIGN

PERFORMANCE & 
MEASUREMENT

 TECH

WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT

ECOMMERCE

MEMBERSHIP & PORTAL APPS

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
PLATFORMS

WEB & MOBILE APP 
DEVELOPMENT

CRM INTEGRATION & 
AUTOMATION

 REACH

LEAD NURTURING

MARKETING AUTOMATION

DIGITAL & SOCIAL ADVERTISING

EMAIL MARKETING

PUBLIC RELATIONS

MEDIA PLANNING

EXPERIENTIAL & EVENT 
MARKETING

 CREATIVE

LOGO DEVELOPMENT & 
BRAND STANDARDS

GRAPHIC DESIGN

INTERACTIVE 
PLANNING & DESIGN

USER EXPERIENCE

CAMPAIGN 
DEVELOPMENT

 CONTENT

BRAND TONE & 
MESSAGING

WEB COPYWRITING

COMMUNITY 
MANAGEMENT

SEARCH ENGINE 
OPTIMIZATION

VIDEO PRODUCTION

We dare to organize our agency differently. To work in groups. To challenge those 

groups to view a goal from a different perspective, to see what others do not, and to 

capitalize on self-created opportunities. We’ve been fortunate enough to gain success 

and gain clients that enjoy harnessing our expertise.

The results of our efforts can be seen in our digital experiences, advertising, web sites 

and mobile campaigns, public relations, and, of course, social activity. If it has a screen, 

you can be sure we are lighting up pixels to create performance.
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McLane Middleton had earned its success as one of New Hampshire’s largest and 

most established law firms. Building on that, the firm made the decision to expand into 

Massachusetts to accommodate their clients’ growing needs.

Founded in 1919, McLane’s good name in New Hampshire had been over 90 years in 

the making. But, as a relative newcomer in Massachusetts, a refreshed and consistent 

brand story would be required to continue their growth. 

Your brand is more than a logo, it’s a promise. McLane worked with wedü to solidify 

that promise and continue the evolution of the McLane brand.

05McLane Middleton

GROWING AN ESTABLISHED BR AND 
INTO NEW TERRITORY



06McLane Middleton

wedü performed a competitive review to better inform McLane of the landscape they’d be entering. 

We spoke with dozens of lawyers and firm stakeholders to help identify the essence of McLane. 

Further, we interviewed and surveyed hundreds of firm clients to gauge everything from customer 

satisfaction to knowledge of firm specialty areas. 

TR ADITIONAL STRENGTH



07McLane Middleton

Research and discovery with McLane led wedü to develop a brand built on the firm’s experience, 

cross-team capabilities, and a rare dedication to serving the many communities McLane calls home. 

McLane worked with wedü to quickly ensure the new brand be applied from web site to stationary. 

The century-old name was reenergized and refocused in less than a year’s time. 

(RE)BUILDING AN ICON

MCL ANE .COM



08New Hampshire Liquor & Wine Outlet

02BIG OPPORTUNITIES FOR ONE OF THE COUNTRY’S 
LARGEST SPIRITS AND WINE RETAILERS

With nearly 80 stores throughout the state, the New Hampshire Liquor and Wine 

Outlets is not only one of the largest retailers in New Hampshire but, as a state run 

agency, is an integral contributor to the state’s economy. It was necessary that the 

agency partner be able to advance the organization into a digital adopter.

From evolution of the brand, both within the state and in surrounding states, to a 

heightened focus on digital engagement, including the build of an award-winning app, 

wedü continues to focus on the use of technology to aid in growing sales retailer.



09New Hampshire Liquor & Wine Outlet

Like most New Hampshire tax-free shopping experiences, deal-seeking has always been core to the 

New Hampshire Liquor and Wine Outlets experience. While wedü continued to develop these sales 

creatively, we also worked to grow beyond price-only competitiveness through stronger contextual 

advertising, strategic holiday campaigns, and engaging social sweeps. 

OUTGROWING THE OUTLET NAMESAKE



010New Hampshire Liquor & Wine Outlet

Although seasoned win tasting attendees has found many creative ways of simultaneously handling a 

wine glass (or two), an event program, tasting notes and writing utensils, wedü saw the opportunity to 

make these fun events more successful for both the host and the attendees. 

wedü developed a web app that replaced the need for labels, pencils and tasting notes, while allowing 

guests to purchase their selections at the event as easily as an ecommerce order. Sales increased over 

10% in the first year, all from an app that required no download by the user.

TECH SAV V Y TASTING



011New Hampshire Liquor & Wine Outlet

The Summer Fun Tour was initially developed as a way to introduce the New Hampshire Liquor and Wine 

Outlets to visitors while being active at popular community events. While understanding the importance 

of this live event platform, wedü also saw the need to improve the data collection at these events so New 

Hampshire Liquor and Wine Outlets could continue the conversation well past that one exposure.

In 2015, the tour was not only less expensive to produce but also significantly outperformed previous 

years’ reach and email acquisition.

FUN IN THE SUN, BLENDING EXPERIENTIAL AND SOCIAL



03CREATING DESIGN THAT RESONATES 

FOR AUDIO LEADER

012Jabra

A global leader in innovative headset and speaker solutions from the corner office to 

triathlon training, Jabra is sold worldwide through retail partners and online through 

the brand directly.

Jabra partnered with wedü to develop captivating creative for their North American 

campaigns from point of sale development to email marketing design.



013Jabra

While wedü is widely known for our work in digital, Jabra enlisted our design team for the creation 

of specialized launch kits for channel partners, in-store display artwork, and full-blown campaigns for 

feet-on-the-street activations for events like SXSW and the Consumer Electronics Show.

MORE THAN DIGITAL
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Not many can claim to be the actual standard in channel advertising. We’re proud that our work with 

Jabra’s Amazon Storefront has been used by the global ecommerce giant as a premier example in 

onboarding new brands and enhancing existing. 

WRITING THE BOOK ON AMA ZON ADVERTISING



In an industry of lookalikes and cheap knockoffs, progressive brands like Jabra lead the way in product 

development. Displays highlight not only design, but fit and function to help pair consumers with the 

best selection and to differentiate Jabra’s advanced engineering from plastic-deep competitors.

STANDOUT AND SOUND OFF

015Jabra



04CREATING PERSONALIZED, 

PROVEN BENEFITS PORTALS

016Fidelity

When Fidelity Investments handles your company’s benefits, they want to ensure 

you’re investing in your future. There’s just one problem: navigating these investments, 

options, and benefits is increasingly difficult, and like the employees, each company’s 

benefits may differ. 



017Fidelity

Fidelity partners with wedü to design and build educational user experiences that match the 

brand, culture, people, and options of the company they serve. Each design has been crafted to guide 

potential and current participants through understanding and getting the most value from 

their benefits. 

UNIQUELY YOUR COMPANY
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Working with Fidelity, wedü identified a surprising number of users attempting to access this complex 

information from mobile and tablet devices. All of our work is designed with these mobile users in 

mind, resulting in responsive frameworks that emphasize the best user experience possible. 

HOLDING YOUR INVESTING FUTURE IN YOUR HAND



05LUCK OF THE TAILGATE 

SWEEPSTAKES 

019Jameson Irish Whiskey

Like many spirits labels, Jameson Irish Whiskey continues to grow brand reach and 

engagement through large sweepstakes and contesting. 

Jameson partnered with wedü in a national St. Patrick’s Day sweeps, using New 

Hampshire as a proving ground for the concept. The state would prove to be the most 

active in the contest, not only in share of voice, but also in raw number of entries. 



Following our St. Patrick’s Day success, Jameson continues to partner with wedü, including the 

creation and launch of a regional tailgates sweepstakes that contributed to an off-season 14% 

increase for the Jameson Irish flagship, and 35% growth in the premium Reserve selection.

The experimental campaign drove over 300,000 impressions for the brand at less than $0.004 per/

impression and earned thousands of entries and email opt-ins. 

TAILGATE SUCCESS WORTH CELEBR ATING

020Jameson Irish Whiskey
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